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AAJ PRESS: LEGAL BOOKS AND MULTIMEDIA
Designed to meet the professional interests of plaintiff lawyers

AAJ partners with members, Thomson Reuters, and Trial Guides to publish books and multimedia materials under the AAJ Press product line.

Enhance your advocacy skills in:
• discovery tactics
• compelling case presentations
• and winning trial themes

Gain trial-tested tips in practice-specific areas such as:
• auto collisions
• traumatic brain injury
• nursing home abuse

To obtain member-only discount codes, please log in to the AAJ website and visit www.justice.org/AAJPress, or contact AAJ Education at education@justice.org, (800) 622-1791, or (202) 965-3500, ext. 8612.

Full Listing of Books and Multimedia

Blue’s Guide to Jury Selection
Lisa Blue Baron & Robert Hirschhorn

Recovering for Psychological Injuries
William Barton

Litigating Brain Injuries
Dr. Jeffrey Brown & Bruce Stern

Litigating Business and Commercial Tort Cases, 2014 ed.
Matthew Cartwright, Joseph Peiffer, Kirk Reasonover

Crashworthiness Litigation, 2d
Larry Coben

Masterworks DVD & CD
Barton Conlin, Koskoff, Lambert, Lewis, Levine, Preiser

Litigating Tort Cases
Roxanne Conlin & Gregory Cusimano, Eds.

Final Arguments
Philip Corboy

Litigating Nursing Home Abuse Cases
David Couch, Margaret Edwards, David Hoey

Commanding the Courtroom DVD & CD
Gregory Cusimano & James Lees, Jr.

Negotiating and Settling Tort Cases, 2013 ed.
Matthew Garretson & Guy Kornblum

Dominic Gianna & Lisa Marcy

Courtroom Persuasion: Winning with Art, Drama and Science, 2d
Russ Herman

Karen Koehler & Dr. Michael Freeman

Karen Koehler & Dr. Michael Freeman

Deposing the Corporate Representative: 30(b)(6) Depositions DVD & CD
Mark Kosieradzki

Essays on Advocacy
Theodore Koskoff

Litigating Premises Security Cases
John Leighton

Litigating Truck Accident Cases, 2013-2014 ed.
Michael Leizerman

Moe Levine on Advocacy II
Moe Levine

The Lost Recordings, Vol. I & Vol. II CD
Moe Levine

The Summation DVD & CD
Moe Levine

Advanced Depositions Strategy and Practice
Phillip Miller & Paul Scoptur

Advanced Deposition Strategy and Practice DVD & CD
Phillip Miller & Paul Scoptur

Deposing the Defense Medical Examiner DVD & CD
Phillip Miller & Paul Scoptur

Annotated Opening Statements
Peter Perlman

Litigating Mass Tort Cases
Paul Rheingold

Anatomy of a Personal Injury Lawsuit, 4th
John Romano, Ed.

Be Who You Are DVD & CD
Gerry Spence

Trial Notebook, 6th
Thomas Vesper

Deposition Notebook, 4th
Thomas Vesper & Mark Kosieradzki
Advanced Depositions Strategy and Practice
Philip Miller & Paul Scoptur
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES
A successful deposition is the direct result of thoughtful planning and preparation. In Advanced Depositions Strategy and Practice, Miller and Scoptur reveal proven tactics for how to elicit the information you need to support your case theory and craft a cohesive, convincing trial theme.

Paperback: $125
▶Member Price: $112.50

Deposing the Defense Medical Examiner DVD and CD
Phillip Miller & Paul Scoptur
AAJ PRESS
Learn how to properly depose the defense medical examiner, undermine his or her credibility, and expose bias. This DVD and CD set will give you the necessary tools to be successful.

DVD/CD Set: $145.00
Combo Price for all 3 AAJ Press Deposition DVD/CD sets: $295.00

Anatomy of a Personal Injury Lawsuit, 4th Edition
John Romano, Ed.
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES
This book is the ultimate resource for handling all aspects of a plaintiff’s personal injury lawsuit. This how-to guide provides insight into pursuing a personal injury case from the initial client interview to settlement and the claims process.

Hardback: $325.00
▶Member Price: $292.50

The Advanced Deposition Strategy and Practice DVD and CD
Philip Miller and Paul Scoptur
AAJ PRESS
Exceptional depositions result from a focused effort to elicit testimony that accomplishes specific goals critical to your case outcome. Miller and Scoptur provide concrete examples of the techniques required for anyone who wants to master depositions.

DVD/CD Set: $195
Combo Price for all 3 AAJ Press Deposition DVD/CD sets: $295.00

Deposing the Corporate Representative: 30(b)(6) Depositions DVD and CD
Mark Kosieradzki
AAJ PRESS
The corporate representative 30(b)(6) deposition is the most underutilized and misunderstood discovery weapon available to lawyers who face corporate adversaries. Learn to master it with this DVD and sample outlines from Mark Kosieradzki.

DVD/CD Set: $195.00
Combo Price for all 3 AAJ Press Deposition DVD/CD sets: $295.00

Annotated Opening Statements
Peter Perlman
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS
This book offers insight into strategies, preparations, and practices used to develop winning opening statements.

Paperback: $45.00
▶Member Price: $36.00

Improve your advocacy skills by learning from trial masters on a wide range of topics—from jury selection and opening statements to courtroom persuasion and closing arguments.
Improve your advocacy skills by learning from trial masters on a wide range of topics—from jury selection and opening statements to courtroom persuasion and closing arguments.

### Be Who You Are DVD and CD
**Gerry Spence**
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES
This inspiring lecture provides insights on being yourself with jurors, empowering the jury in voir dire, understanding your client’s background, and overcoming your fear in the courtroom.

- DVD Set: $125
  - **Member Price:** $112.50
- CD Set: $95
  - **Member Price:** $85.50

### Blue’s Guide to Jury Selection
**Lisa Blue & Robert Hirschhorn**
AAJ PRESS/TRHOMSEN REUTERS
Designed to help you select the best possible jury for your trial, this book includes techniques to predict juror favorability, detailed, practical instructions and aids.

- Book (Full Set): $321.00
  - **Member Price:** $256.80

### Commanding the Courtroom DVD or CD
**Gregory Cusimano & James Lees, Jr.**
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES
This five-part series features AAJ trial masters Greg Cusimano and Jim Lees, who share the secrets of running focus groups, developing litigation strategies, and successfully implementing those strategies to achieve winning verdicts.

- DVD Set: $255.00
  - **Member Price:** $229.50
- CD Set: $185
  - **Member Price:** $166.50

### Courtroom Persuasion: Winning with Art, Drama and Science, 2d
**Russ Herman**
AAJ PRESS/TRHOMSEN REUTERS
A master litigator and former AAJ president explains how to use the dramatic techniques of courtroom persuasion to formulate a cohesive, winning trial strategy.

- Book (Full Set): $238.00
  - **Member Price:** $190.40

### Deposition Notebook, 4th
**Mark Kosieradzki & Thomas Vesper**
AAJ PRESS/TRHOMSEN REUTERS
A convenient organizational system for discovery plans, strategies, and all the materials you need to conduct effective depositions.

- Book (Full Set): $346.00
  - **Member Price:** $276.80

### Essays on Advocacy
**Theodore Koskoff**
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES
Never afraid to take risks, Koskoff made a name for himself defending the disadvantaged against big business. In Essays on Advocacy, he offers his proven techniques to help you refine your strategies and win.

- Paperback: $34.95
  - **Member Price:** $31.45

### Final Arguments
**Philip Corboy**
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES
Final argument is your time to empower your jurors to return the verdict you want. You will learn how to skillfully integrate the evidence you provided to the jury during direct and cross-examination, debunk the defense’s arguments, and hammer home your case theme.

- Paperback: $34.95
  - **Member Price:** $31.45

### Masterworks DVD or CD
**Koskoff, Lambert, Lewis, Levine, Preiser, Barton Conlin**
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES
For the first time, AAJ Press and Trial Guides brings you Masterworks, a collection of advocacy lectures from five of the finest trial lawyers of the 20th century. Hosted by Roxanne Barton Conlin, first female president of AAJ.

- DVD Set: $245
  - **Member Price:** $220.50
- CD Set: $185
  - **Member Price:** $166.50
Moe Levine on Advocacy II  
Moe Levine  
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES  
Often called “the Shakespeare of trial advocacy,” Moe Levine is one of the most important trial lawyers of the twentieth century. He tried thousands of jury trials nationwide and his methods serve as a foundation for many of today’s finest plaintiff lawyers. This collection of essays and lectures shares Moe Levine’s wisdom on topics including persuasion, voir dire, jury conditioning, direct and cross-examination, and damages.  
Hardcover: $85  
►Member Price: $76.50

Opening Statements: Winning in the Beginning by Winning the Beginning  
Dominic Gianna & Lisa Marcy  
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES  
This book is an easy-to-read text on 21st century advocacy and persuasion with emphasis on winning with powerful and persuasive opening statements. It covers story creation and theme building, and it teaches you how to create an opening statement that persuades the jury to choose your case early in the trial.  
Paperback: $127.00  
►Member Price: $101.60

Recovering for Psychological Injuries  
William A. Barton  
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES  
Originally known for its use in psychological injury cases, readers soon learned this book had a much broader appeal for its wise advice on case preparation and dealing with experts.  
Hardcover: $95  
►Member Price: $85.50

The Lost Recordings, Vol. I  
Moe Levine  
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES  
These digitally restored reel-to-reel tapes are the greatest set of Moe Levine audio recordings ever offered, in the best sound quality possible. This set contains four discs on cross-examination, closing arguments, and more.  
CD Set: $149  
►Member Price: $134.10

The Summation  
Moe Levine  
AAJ PRESS/TRIAL GUIDES  
Only two videos of the great Moe Levine are known to survive. This one, never before publicly available, has been secretly handed around by the nation’s leading trial lawyers for decades.  
DVD/CD Set: $75  
►Member Price: $67.50

Trial Notebook, 6th  
Thomas Vesper  
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS  
This set of notebooks helps you effectively manage your case through trial and understand, analyze, and monitor all stages of a lawsuit, including client interviews, case research, and settlement negotiations.  
Book (Full Set): $346.00  
►Member Subscription Price: $276.80

Improve your advocacy skills by learning from trial masters on a wide range of topics—from jury selection and opening statements to courtroom persuasion and closing arguments.
From automobile accidents to nursing home abuse, these practice-specific products will give you strategies to successfully represent your clients.

**Crashworthiness Litigation, 2d**  
Larry Coben  
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS  
A complete guide to products liability crashworthiness litigation, with expert advice on connecting your client’s injuries to flawed vehicle design.  

- Book (Full Set): $188.00  
  - Member Subscription Price: $137.25

**Litigating Brain Injuries**  
Dr. Jeffrey Brown & Bruce Stern  
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS  
Co-written by a leading attorney and neuropsychiatrist, this work provides the legal and medical tools to handle brain injury cases.  

- Book (Full Set): $277.00  
  - Member Subscription Price: $221.60

**Litigating Business and Commercial Tort Cases, 2014 ed.**  
Matthew Cartwright, Joseph Peiffer, & Kirk Reasonover  
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS  
This one-volume practice guide with forms covers the many causes of action subsumed under business torts. The book explains the law for each cause of action and how to practice in each area for maximum effect. It provides the forms needed to handle a case, sample jury instructions, pleadings, and discovery documents.  

- Book and CD-ROM: $187.00  
  - Member Subscription Price: $149.60

**Litigating Major Automobile Injury and Death Cases, 2013-2014 ed.**  
Michael Freeman & Karen Koehler  
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS  
This book provides clear guidance on representing major automobile injury and death cases, and strategies for winning damage awards.  

- Book (Full Set): $200.00  
  - Member Subscription Price: $160.00

**Litigating Mass Tort Cases**  
Paul Rheingold  
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS  
This step-by-step guide details the legal underpinnings of mass tort law, both substantive and procedural, while providing how-to guidance.  

- Book (Full Set): $308.00  
  - Member Subscription Price: $246.40

**Litigating Minor Impact Soft Tissue Cases, 2013-2014 ed.**  
Karen Koehler & Dr. Michael Freeman  
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS  
This guide plus CD provides plaintiff’s attorneys with legal and medical guidance on handling minor impact soft tissue cases.  

- Book and CD-ROM: $342.00  
  - Member Subscription Price: $273.60
From automobile accidents to nursing home abuse, these practice-specific products will give you strategies to successfully represent your clients.

**Litigating Nursing Home Abuse Cases**
David Couch, Margaret Edwards, David Hoey
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS
This product provides the tools needed to win the complex nursing home case, including sample forms.

- Book (Full Set): $306.0
- **Member Subscription Price:** $244.80

**Litigating Premises Security Cases**
John Leighton
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS
This publication provides a guide to representing injured persons in cases involving inadequate security on premises, including sample litigation forms.

- Book (Full Set): $265.00
- **Member Subscription Price:** $212.00

**Litigating Tort Cases**
Roxanne Conlin & Gregory Cusimano, Eds.
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS
This set, written by more than 100 leading plaintiff’s attorneys, provides strategies for dealing with more than 65 areas of tort practice and includes hundreds of case-file forms and jury instructions.

- Book and CD-ROM: $1,033.00
- **Member Subscription Price:** $826.40

**Litigating Truck Accident Cases, 2013-2014 ed.**
Michael Leizerman
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS
This set provides a detailed road map to success in cases involving personal injury, death, or damages caused by trucks or commercial trailers.

- Book (Full Set): $288.00
- **Member Subscription Price:** $230.40

**Negotiating and Settling Tort Cases, 2013 ed.**
Matthew Garretson & Guy Komblum
AAJ PRESS/THOMSON REUTERS
A comprehensive guide to effective settlement techniques in the context of personal injury litigation.

- Book (Full Set): $180.00
- **Member Subscription Price:** $144.00